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ponents of the Andropov-endorsed "freeze" package in
the media and those colleagues of the questionable Dem
ocratic Party state chairman would have been able to main
tain a modicum of respect for the late senator, who stated
in his last public speech that the KAL 7 massacre "brings
home the difference between Eastern and Western val
ues. . .. This mentality has nothing to do with commu.
nism alone. It is Russian history."
As an accomplished scientist and extraordinary polit
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ical leader, former Governor Ray is currently leading a
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ucate the population about the crucial defensive beam

on Manatt's treason'

a national model for mobilizing citiZen support above

valiant bipartisan effort in the state of Washington to ed
policy proposal of President Reagan, and thereby provide
party. Recently, at the Aug. 20-23 conference on "The
Technological Bases for Peace" at Erice, Italy, Dixy Lee

WarrenJ. Hamerman, National Chairman of the26,OOO
member National Demo�tatic Policy Committee (NDPC),
a

political action committee founded by Lyndon H. La

Rouche,
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issued

the

following

statement

on

Oct. 1:
All patriots will welcome Dixy Lee Ray's courageous
attacks on the "traitorous acts" of Manatt and Harriman
who have been pushing Yuri Andropov's policy of full

Ray joined presidential scientific adviser Edward Teller
in promoting President Reagan's program against harsh
Russian opposition.When IBM's chief scientist Richard
Garwin, a leading backer of the Andropov-approved freeze
proposal, began echoing the Russian "objections" to the
President's program, Dixy Lee Ray called Garwin a "tra
itor" to his face.
The NDPC fully agrees with Dixy Lee Ray. Traitors
must be called traitors.

scale opposition to President Reagan's March 23 program

In mid-September, when LaRouche Democrat Don
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Pilson of Seattle announced his campaign for Jackson's
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Senate seat, he warned the citizens of the state that certain

Washington, the former governor of the State of Washing

corrupt and compromised elements would surface to at

ton and former chairman of the Atomic Energy @ommis

tack all those patriots who rallied in a bipartisan manner

sion responded to a request by the local NDPC represent
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ative for her comments on the fact that Democratic Party

Now the large-scale KGB operations in the Northwest are
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surfacing in a blatant way. On Oct. 29-Nov. 1 a KGB

to the Soviet Union Averell Harriman had declared their
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active opposition to the Reagan administration proposal

turing the notorious Georgii Arbatov, head of Moscow's

to develop a laser-weapon defensive system. Dixy Lee

U.S.A.-Canada Institute, and U.S. "Quisling" Richard

Ray commented, "If people li1ce Charles Manatt and Av

Barnet of the pro-terrorist Institute for Policy Studies.

erell Harriman are going to take a public position . . .

On Sept. 20, the same day that Charles Manatt, with

opposing the President's policies and the President's po

Averell Harriman at his side, was proclaiming Andro

sitions, that is a traitorous act."
Dixy Lee Ray's patriotic statements have ignited howls

pov's freeze policy as the Democratic "consensus" at Jes
uit Georgetown University, 10 LaRouche Democrats won

of protest from the local media. After the Russians bar

qualification in elections in Washington State. During 1983
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would have thought that even the editors of the Seattle
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perilous of times.
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